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Build your first C++ Programs

At the end of this chapter you should be able to structure, compile
and run a C++ program. You will even see a glimpse of profession-
alism as you will learn how to write and run a very simple unit test
and how to separate our code into separately compilable modules.

0.1 Simple C++ – An Oxymoron?

TODO!more on simplicity

Simplicity as Elegance

What is C++?

C++[ISO11b][Str07] is a systems programming language that is used
widely. One can say, that many systems we rely on a daily basis are
implemented using C++. For example, software for space probes and
satellites, communication systems, cars, machinery, mobile phones
and fire detection systems uses C++. Most computers run operating
systems written in C++. Other programming languages are imple-
mented in C++, for example, the virtual machines for Java or .NET
languages.

The reason for that widespread use is, that C++ can be compiled
to very efficient machine code, while the language itself provides
powerful mechanisms for abstraction, allowing developers to write
maintainable but fast running code. However, its power comes at
a price, since C++ is so powerful, its usage requires experience and
practice and a lot of knowledge to use it right. Unfortunately, there
are also cases, where C++ was used not so well that have caused
trouble in the past. For example, many security vulnerabilities have
roots in bad use of C++ (or C).

Why C++ and not Java™ or C# ?

Java and C# are languages that both inherit from early versions of
C++. The class concept and syntax are closely related, so that code
in either of these languages looks familiar for a C++ programmer and
vice versa. Both C# and Java come with a huge number of supporting
libraries, often different libraries for similar functionality. While the
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languages (esp. Java) are simpler than C++, the library choices can
be overwhelming. In contrast to C# and Java, C++ as a language has
an official ISO standard that also contains a useful, generic and very
efficient library for systems programming tasks.

Where Java only provides objects and object types (classes) as
sole user abstraction, C++ allows a much richer means to construct
types. User-defined types can be implemented as efficient as built-in
ones like int and can be used syntactically equivalent. In addition
C++ templates allow for highly efficient generic programming that
is much more powerful than Java’s generics.

Why C++ and not C?

While C++ comes as a successor or sibling to C, it is not the same.
The language C only provides a basic set of abstraction mechanisms,
functions and macros. There are no means to encapsulate things in
classes, reuse code in multiple contexts with templates in a type-
safe way, or overload operators to allow for "natural" syntax of your
types.

Even the common task of string handling requires careful thought
in C because of the explicit memory management and pointer han-
dling required. Even the C standard library functions supporting C
string handling provide some surprising inconsistencies (strncat()
vs. strncpy()). Since a C string is represented by a pointer only,
working on strings is also inefficient, because often the length of a
string has to be determined repeatedly for many operations. In C++
the standard string class works efficient and without surprises and
completely encapsulates memory management.

Another source of potential programming errors is passing of in-
/out parameters to functions. In C, if a function needs to return
more than one value, or requires a side-effect change to one of its
parameters, such a parameter has to be defined as a pointer and
the corresponding variable passed through its address. Null point-
ers or dangling pointers to no longer available memory are a com-
mon source of hard-to-find bugs and security vulnerabilities. C++ in
contrast allows reference parameters to pass side-effects to variables
from a function, as well as const-reference parameters for efficient
value-like passing of potentially large data structures. In addition
the new standard provides mechanisms to allow you to return mul-
tiple values from a function by packing them in a std::tuple<>.

You can get all of C’s problems in badly written C++ programs as
well, but my goal is to teach you how to avoid these pitfalls. I have
only scratched the surface so far. There are more things where C++
shines in contrast to C programming. You will find out by reading
the rest of this book.
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0.2 The smallest C++ Program

Here in smallest.cpp (Listing 1) we see the smallest valid C++ pro-
gram. It does nothing, but it can be used to determine if your com-
piler is working.

int main(){}
Listing 1: smallest.cpp

I will explain smallest.cpp in great detail, to give you a first
glimpse of C++’s terminology. The program defines a function that function
is named main. You can recognize that main is a function, because
parentheses () are following its name. All functions in C++ will
show parentheses, either when they are defined as main() is here,
or when they are called. 1 Calling a function is something we well

1 The () following a name are used
within the book to denote a function
without saying so explicitely.

see shortly. Since nothing is written between these parentheses, our
main() function defines no function parameters. Defining function
parameters will be explained soon.

Each function has a return type, that is int for main(). As with return type
many other programming languages int denotes a type that consists
of a subset of the signed integral numbers. On most platforms of
today int’s internal binary representation will be two’s complement
with 32, 64, or if really old or small 16 bits. Unfortunately the range
of values an int can represent is implementation defined. That means, implementation defined
a compiler or even its settings defines how large or small a valid
int value can be. There is no guarantee that an int will always be
represented in 32 bits, as it is with Java™ , for example. This can be
a burden, when you intend to write portable code, but that legacy
was inherited from C.

Marking empty parameter lists with (void)

While C-programmers might write (void) for functions that
have no parameters, I recommend we do not do so in C++.
The C-style int foo(void) is still allowed for backward com-
patibility. However, for reasons we encounter later in this
book I stick with the recommendation to just use a pair of
parentheses int foo() do declare a function not taking any
arguments when called.

Retro 1: Use () for no pa-
rameters instead of (void)

The combination of return type, function name and parenthesis
that may include parameter definitions is called function signature. function signature
So main()’s signature is int main().

You may wonder, that while the return type of function main()

is int its function body, that is the part denoted by braces {} doesn’t function body
have any return statement that defines its value. This is one of the
aspects where main() is special, if no return statement is given, its
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return value will be zero. On most operating systems when you run
a program with a main function returning zero, this will denote the
program terminated successful without an error. Using a non-zero
return value from main, typically small positive numbers are used to
denote different error conditions, for example, inappropriate input.

After we have visited the content of the file smallest.cpp it is time
to look at what you do not see. The file name ends in .cpp to tell your
compiler that it is a C++ program code file. While some other file
name endings are also recognized as C++ implementation files, we
stick with .cpp in this book and I recommend you to do the same for
your C++ files.2 C++’s compilation model allows for independent2 Other extensions used for C++ imple-

mentation files are .C, .cc, .cxx, or
.c++.

compilation of such .cpp files. Therefore, such a C++ module is
called a translation unit. Most C++ compilers generate machine codetranslation unit
into a so-called object file when compiling a translation unit.

A program consisting of several object files is bound together by a
tool called linker3. The linker will also add libraries such as the C++3 As a C-programmer you are already

familiar with a linker, a Java™ pro-
grammer gets similar mechanics by the
class loader of the JVM.

standard library to your program and it contains logic to provide
code that actually calls your main() function on program start. The
major task of the linker is to set up the addresses of entities defined in
another translation units, such as those existing in the C++ library. It
will report missing entities, if you refer to an entity that is not defined
in one of the object files or libraries available to it. Fortunately, an
IDE often allows you to ignore the existence or workings of the linker,
at least for simple projects.

With that information you can compile and run smallest.cpp and
observe that it is doing nothing except returning a zero error status
to your operating system, with echo $? on a UNIX™-like shell or
echo %errorlevel% on a Windows™ command prompt.

0.3 Hello World

While we started with the smallest C++ program, a more typical
first example of C++ code is the following. This example introduces
further features of C++, partially inherited from C.

Listing 2: helloworld.cpp
#include <iostream>

int main() {

std::cout << "Hello world!\n";

}

All entities of a C++ program must be declared before
they can be used. For code in one of our translation units that
means we just define the entity, such as a function and later on can
call the function in code that follows the function’s definition. For
entities residing in other object files or in libraries we need to insert
a declaration of these entities in a translation unit before we can usedeclaration
them. The standard output stream std::cout is such an entity that
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we use. It would be to tedious to re-type its complete declaration,
which by the way is quite large and complex, every time we want to
use it.

Unfortunately C++ does not (yet) have a good module concept
for importing such declarations. Therefore, C++ relies as C on tex-
tual inclusion through a preprocessor. The #include <iostream> pre- preprocessor
processor directive notifies the preprocessor to include a file called
iostream into the translation unit helloworld.cpp. That file contains
the declaration of the name std::cout that we use in our main()

function.
Files like iostream are called header files, because their correspond- header file

ing #include directive is typically placed at the top of a translation
include directive

unit before the .cpp file’s own declarations. Since iostream is a stan-
dard header file the preprocessor finds that in a known place. While
standard header files do not have a file name extension we need to
specify one for our own header files, otherwise tools such as an edi-
tor or an IDE won’t be able to identify them as such. We will use .h

as the filename ending for our C++ header files4.

4 Other header file extensions used are
.hpp, .hh, .hxx, or .h++

With the information above, we can already understand C++’s
compilation model as shown in Figure 1.

helloworld.cpp
#include <iostream>

int main(){

std::cout << "Hello";

}

helloworld.i
preprocessed
source
...cout...

int main(){...}

pre-
processor

iostream

helloworld.o

object code

compiler helloworld
executable
program

linker

libstdc++.a

Figure 1: C++ compilation model

Now, let us look at what the body of the main() function is ac-
tually doing. The easiest thing would be to compile and run the
program and you will see it outputs Hello world!. How does this
happen? It uses the global variable called std::cout that represents
a program’s standard output stream and applies the left-shift op-
erator << on it. The left shift operator<<() takes the string literal left shift
"Hello world!\n" as its second argument. The \n denotes the line
feed character as with most other programming languages. The se-
mantic of the operator<< function for the underlying type of the
std::cout global variable is to take its second argument and ren-
der its content as text on the output stream which is what you can
observe.

While many other programming books also start with a hello world
example, I want to tell you, that this example is really bad code and
definitely not the code I’d like you to write.

Global variables are bad! The program helloworld.cpp uses a
global variable and global variables are bad. Do NOT define your
own variables globally! Do NOT use global variables throughout
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your code! Both will increase your software’s coupling and will re-
sult in unmaintainable and often buggy code. Using globals is one
example of something that looks simple but is not. Code using global
variables is hard or impossible to automatically test in isolation with
a unit test. The only place, where something like std::cout is valid,
is in the main() function, where it is passed as an argument to an-
other function.

Functionality in main() cannot be unit tested! Because
there can be only one main() function in a program, all function-
ality that you put directly into main() cannot be exercised from an
automated test written in C++ 5. A well-designed main() function,5 You might be able to test the overall

program from the outside, but if such a
test fails you have no indication where
in your program the bug resides.

often just calls another function from a separate module. Everything
that is in another translation unit from the one main() resides in can
be linked with a main() function from a unit testing framework. If
your program should work with the standard output stream, main()
can pass std::cout as an argument to that function.

0.4 Multiple Modules

The last section finished with some "Don’ts". Here we will see how
to structure your code to achieve testability and avoid using global
variables throughout the code. While I won’t go into all details of
parameter passing in the moment, just take the example of a function
that can be called from main() and that will take std::cout as a
parameter. We put the function definition into a separate translation
unit. This allows us to also call it from a test program that would
require its own main() function.

To arrange this modular separation it is best to create a library
project in your IDE6. In addition you create a separate executable6 Appendix Installing and Using Eclipse

CDT will explain how to achieve that. project that refers to the created library project. Within the library
project we’ll going to have the file in Listing 3. Here we include the
library header file <ostream>, because we use that base type of the
variable std::cout as the parameter type. The type std::ostream &

allows us to pass std::cout as an argument when calling sayhello(),
that in turn will have the same effect as the code in Listing 2. Since
we do not want to return a value from sayHello() we use void as its
return type.

Listing 3: sayhello.cpp
#include <ostream>

void sayHello(std::ostream &out) {

out << "Hello world!\n";

}

Now a main() simply calling sayHello() will not compile7, be-7 in contrast to C

cause when compiling main() the compiler needs to know what
sayHello() is in addition to the variable std::cout. Therefore, we
must declare sayHello() with its function signature
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void sayHello(std::ostream&);

to enable the compiler to generate the correct code for calling it. This
results in the code in Listing 4.

#include <iostream>

int main() {

void sayHello(std::ostream&);

sayHello(std::cout);

}

Listing 4: hello1.cpp

If you have an IDE put that code in your executable project and
make sure you compile it with a dependency to your library project
containing the file from Listing 2. However, for such a simple ex-
ample just compiling both .cpp files together on the command line
suffices, e.g., with g++:
$ g++ hello1.cpp sayhello.cpp -o hello1

While the declaration of sayHello() in main() works fine for our
simple case, it is very inconvenient when there is more than one
place where we need to call sayHello(). This would mean we have
to duplicate its declaration which leads in turn to problems when-
ever we need to change its signature,e.g., when we want to add an
additional parameter to it. Therefore, the convention inherited from
Cis to put all declarations for a module’s exported functionality into
a corresponding header file and #include that file, wherever parts of header file
the module are used.

When you use your IDE for creating the header file sayhello.h

and put your declaration in there you might get additional lines con-
sisting of the preprocessing directives#ifndef and #define at the top preprocessing directives
and #endif at the bottom of the file. These directives combined form
a so-called include guard. While not necessary for a file with function include guard
declarations only, an include guard is required once a header file con-
tains also definitions. This is the case when we define a C++ class in a
header file to use it from other places than the module implementing
its member functions. If such a header file would be included several
times from a translation unit, which can happen through the transi-
tivity of #include directives, it would violate C++’s One Definition One Definition Rule
Rule(ODR). The ODR says that there can be only one definition of an
entity.

With all that information let’s have a look at the declaration of

Please be careful when copying header files. A common mis-
take it to forget to rename the macro name used in the include
guard and thus resulting in strange compilation errors and de-
pendencies on the sequence of #include directives.

Caution 1: copy-paste include
guards
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sayHello() in Listing 5. You observe that in contrast to the .cpp file
with main() we include the system header <iosfwd>. That stands for
iostream forward declaration. This allows us to optimize compile time
and dependencies. Instead of including all definitions and declara-
tions for the iostream library, iosfwd only provide essential declara-
tions of the types that we can use as function parameters, such as
std::ostream.

Listing 5: sayhello2.h
#ifndef SAYHELLO_H_

#define SAYHELLO_H_

#include <iosfwd>

void sayHello(std::ostream &out);

#endif /* SAYHELLO_H_ */

However, when we actually want to implement sayHello() we
need the real definition of the type std::ostream to actually use it
for output. Therefore, we still need to include the header ostream in
Listing 6. Note, that we also include our "own" header file sayhello2.h.
In that specific case it is not really necessary, but it helps to avoid dis-
crepancies between declarations in headers and their corresponding
implementation in the .cpp file.

We also always include our own header file first. This, together
with the include guards, helps to create a self-contained header file thatself-contained header file
can be used independently of the sequence of #include directives.8

8 Many large real-world C++ projects
suffer from such a dependency on the
sequence of include directives which
can be a pain when refactoring, reusing
or extending such code bases.

Listing 6: sayhello2.cpp
#include "sayhello2.h"

#include <ostream>

void sayHello(std::ostream &out){

out << "Hello, world!\n";

}

The file with our main() function now #includes "sayhello2.h". We
use double quotes(") instead of the angle brackets to denote that this
header file is not from the system but from our own code base. You
should use #include with <> only for system header files, such as
those from the C++ standard library and use quotes for all your own
header files, even if your compiler would accept it either way.

Listing 7: hello2.cpp
#include "sayhello2.h"

#include <iostream>

int main() {

sayHello(std::cout);

}
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To exercise the separate compilation model even further, I encour-
age you that you create a library project "sayHello" with Cevelop and
import your sayhello2.h and sayhello2.cpp source files into that.
After building the library separately, you can create an executable
project containing hello2.cpp in Cevelop that refers to that library9.

9 in contrast to a CUTE library test
project shown below, you may need to
adjust the build settings for this project
manually

See also the appendix 7 for more details.
If you prefer to try things on the command line, here is a sequence

of commands that first create a library and then link that library
when compiling hello2.cpp. The -c option tells the compiler to not
try to link the result, -o defines the name of the output file, and the
tool ar is used to create/update the library file, which by convention
starts with "lib". On Windows™with the Microsoft C++ compiler
similar command line tools are available but won’t be explained here.
g++ -c -o sayHello2.o sayHello2.cpp

ar -r libsayHello.a sayHello2.o

g++ -L. -lsayHello hello2.cpp -o hello2

0.5 A First Unit Test

After we have completed our first project with separate compilation
and parameter passing, it is time to automatically test the behavior
of our new function sayHello(). While there are many test automa-
tion frameworks available for C++, in this book we stick to using
CUTE (C++ Unit Testing Easier [SG07]). Its main advantages are its
header-only distribution and its nice integration with Cevelop with
its corresponding plug-in[CUT11]. However, all of the principles for
automatic testing of your C++ code are applicable with most of the
other unit testing frameworks as well. If you are yet unfamiliar with unit testing
unit testing don’t worry, I will explain and apply it throughout the
book. Writing all your production code with corresponding auto-
mated unit tests will help you to create simpler and less-buggy pro-
grams.

Now let us look at our first unit testing program. We use the
project wizard "new CUTE library test project" and refer to your just
created library project "sayHello". This will result in the following
not-yet-testing unit testing program.

All of Listing 8 was generated using Cevelop’s built-in CUTE
plug-in. Now we need to adjust the sole test case to test our sayHello().
First we rename the test function from the generic name thisIsATest()
to something telling us what the test is about. Often long names can
be helpful later in a larger project if chosen wisely. For the moment
we use testSayHelloSaysHelloWorld(). If you use your IDE’s re-
name refactoring functionality, you can not forget to rename also the
test function’s registration in the program’s runSuite() function.

Now for actually testing sayHello(). Because we no longer use
a global variable for directing the output, we can pass an argument
that allows us to collect the output generated and inspect that out-
put afterwards. The means to do so for an std::ostream is to use a
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#include "cute.h"

#include "ide_listener.h"

#include "cute_runner.h"

void thisIsATest() {

ASSERTM("start writing tests", false);

}

void runSuite(){

cute::suite s;

//TODO add your test here

s.push_back(CUTE(thisIsATest));

cute::ide_listener lis;

cute::makeRunner(lis)(s, "The Suite");

}

int main(){

runSuite();

}

Listing 8: Test.cpp

#include "sayHello2.h"

#include "cute.h"

#include "ide_listener.h"

#include "cute_runner.h"

#include <sstream>

void testSayHelloSaysHelloWorld() {

std::ostringstream out;

sayHello(out);

ASSERT_EQUAL("Hello world!\n",out.str());

}

void runSuite(){

cute::suite s;

s.push_back(CUTE(testSayHelloSaysHelloWorld));

cute::ide_listener lis;

cute::makeRunner(lis)(s, "The Suite");

}

int main(){

runSuite();

}

Listing 9: TestSayHello.cpp

stringstream of type std::ostringstream. To use a stringstream typestringstream
we have to include the system header <sstream>10. We change our10 While the header name

"stringstream" might have been
more intuitive, the standard calls out
for <sstream>, because some platforms
where not able to handle and differ-
entiate file names with more than 8
characters when the first C++ standard
was defined.

test function to create a local variable out of type std::ostringstream.
That variable is passed to sayHello() as its only argument and now
we need to check if the output is actually "Hello world!\n". We can
access the output generated with the out.str() member function
and compare with with the expected value using ASSERT_EQUAL()

macro. All these adaptations are shown in Listing 9. Compile and
run your test case to see if you get a green bar in Cevelop or "all testsgreen bar
OK" on the command line. If not, check out if you made a mistake.
You should also force your test to fail at least once, to see if it is ac-
tually called. I always use that practice to make sure if I actually test
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the function I want to test. In large projects with dozens or hundreds
or even thousands of unit tests it might be hard to spot if your test
function actually happens to be in the list of tests run successfully.

0.6 A First Class

While it is not entirely fruitful or simple to put our simple sayHello()
function into a C++ class, I’ll show you the syntax here. We won’t class
go into any details yet, because for the moment the abstraction into
functions is sufficient for the next chapters. When you define a class
in C++ it looks quite similar to what you would do in C# or Java™
, because both languages "stole" that part of their syntax from C++.
If you are a Cprogrammer, well a C++ class somehow resembles a
Cstruct and you can even use the struct keyword to define a C++
class11. The only difference between struct and class for defining 11 In contrast to C the struct/class’s

name is already the name of the type,
so there is no need to typedef it.

a C++ class is the default visibility of its members. While everything
in a class is private unless you specify public in a struct it is vice
versa. Therefore, I often will use struct to define classes, because
often the public part is the most interesting.

Now, if we want to define a class for our "hello-saying" func-
tionality, we just embed our sayHello() function declaration in the
header file with struct Hello { and };. The final semicolon ; af- Do not forget ; after closing }

ter the closing brace } is very important. If you forget it, you might
get very interesting compile errors, because the compiler thinks that
you want to define a variable or function with the type you just de-
fined.Since we usually put our class definitions in header files, the
actual compiler error message can appear in a completely different
context where the header file is included. That is a typical beginner’s
problem, I’d like you to avoid. Also note the include guard that helps include guard
avoid violating the ODR of the class when the header file is included
more than once in a compilation unit.

#ifndef HELLO_H_

#define HELLO_H_

#include <iosfwd>

struct Hello {

void sayHello(std::ostream &out) const;

};

#endif /* HELLO_H_ */

Listing 10: Hello.h

Another thing you will recognize in the Listing 10 is the keyword
const after sayHello()’s signature. Actually it is part of the signa-
ture. As a member function of the class Hello it always gets an im-
plicit first argument, the object of its class. Since we do not change
any data members of that object in sayHello(), because we do not
have any, we declare that implicit first parameter to be constant by const
placing const after the closing parenthesis ). By default you should
mark all your member functions as const unless they consciously
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change the underlying object’s state.
Now after we defined our class Hello and declared its member

function sayHello() we need to implement it. We follow our nam-
ing convention to name the header file containing a class’ definition
like the class with a .h and the file containing the class’ member
function’s definitions like the class with a .cpp. To refer to a member
function instead of a regular function we need to precede sayHello()

with the class’ name and a double colon ::. In the future we often re-
fer to member functions in the text like that, e.g., Hello::sayHello().

Listing 11: hello.cpp
#include "Hello.h"

#include <ostream>

void Hello::sayHello(std::ostream& out) const {

out << "Hello world!\n";

}

In a function actually calling a member function we need an object
to call it on. While it doesn’t make much sense yet, because our class
Hello doesn’t define any object state through member variables, we
nevertheless demonstrate it in Listing 11. In C++—unlike Java—we
can create local objects without resorting to heap allocation with new.
Therefore, the syntax to create a local variable of our newly definedlocal variable
type Hello looks like Hello hello{}; were we define a local variable
hello on the right of type Hello which comes left. The braces denote
that this variable should be default initialized, because there are no
initializer arguments given. Using the object hello, we can now
call Hello::sayHello() like in many other object-oriented languages
with a dot . between the object and the member function.

Listing 12: hello3.cpp
#include "Hello.h"

#include <iostream>

int main(){

Hello hello{};

hello.sayHello(std::cout);

}

0.7 Exercises

In order to be able to perform exercises I kindly ask you to perform at
least some of these exercises to ensure your environment is working
correctly and to make yourself familiar with it. I recommend that
you use Cevelop with either the Gnu C++ Compiler 8 or later or the
LLVM-Clang compiler 6 or later.

In some exercises I deliberately ask you to make a mistake to ob-
serve compiler errors. This will get you experience on how to deal
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with the inevitable early and with simple examples before you en-
counter the sometimes hard to understand error messages a C++
compiler might throw at you.

Set-up and test your Environment

For each program explained in this chapter, create a C++ project in
Cevelop transfer the given source code, compile and run the pro-
gram.

Compiler Errors

Please try the following variations of the code given and observe if
you get compile errors, or if you get interesting results from running
the program.

1. Remove the declaration of sayHello() from the main() in hello1.cpp
(Listing 4). What happens when you try to compile it? 12

12 If you are a C programmer can you
spot a difference?

2. Remove the include guard from the header file sayhello2.h (List-
ing 5) and include the file twice in the corresponding main pro-
gram hello2.cpp (Listing 7). Do you expect an error? Do you get
one? Why?

3. Perform the same removal of the include guard and double inclu-
sion with the file Hello.h (Listing 10) containing the class Hello.
Do you expect an error? Do you get one? Why?

4. What happens when you compile hello1.cpp (Listing 4) without
the implementation file containing the definition of sayHello()?
Can you explain the error message?

5. What happens when you compile hello2.cpp (Listing 7) without
specifying the library containing the code compiled from say-
hello2.cpp (Listing 6)?

6. Since main() is a function, you can call it from itself in helloworld.cpp
(Listing 2). What happens if you call it after the output statement?
What happens if you call it in front of the output statement? Why
does this happen? 13

13 On Linux or Mac you should limit the
stack size using ulimit -s 32 be-
fore you run your change program or
better run it in a debugger

Unit Testing

In Cevelop, create a new "C++ CUTE project", compile and run it as
a CUTE test. Can you explain what "red bar" and "green bar" means?
Change the default test case to get a "green bar"!

Do the same with the test case from listing TestSayHello.cpp (List-
ing 9) and deliberately compare a different string from what you
actually return. Will your test case cause a "red bar" now? Change
the return value to match what you actually expect to make your test
case delivering a "green bar" again.
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